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At present, Chinese economy is in the transition towards new normal. The 
economy is experiencing from extensive growth to intensive growth, from extended 
development to connotative development,and from the environmental damage to the 
environmental protection. In the transition period, the economic growth and 
environmental pressure are unprecedented. Based on such research background and 
according to the statistics of heavy-pollution enterprises listed in 2009-2013, the 
demonstration and examination method of DID is conducted. The blasting PM2.5 is 
taken as the starting point of public pressure change, try to answer the following four 
questions. 
1.when the "PM2.5 Beyond Index" event occurs, how is investors for the heavy 
pollution of the enterprise response? 2.What react will heavy-pollution enterprises 
give when public pressure change? 3.After public pressure change, whether external 
market can affect the financial status of heavy-pollution enterprises? 4.Is there any 
difference under different property rights? 
For this purpose, Firstly, to PM2.5 Beyond Index events as point events. After the 
test period of a month, two months and three months, the market investors for the 
market reaction of heavy polluting enterprises. Secondly, the effect of public pressure 
change on management behavior of enterprises’ profit shall be examined. Thirdly, the 
effect of public pressure change on exposure of enterprises’ social responsibility 
information shall be examined. Fourthly, the effect of public pressure change on 
enterprises’ interest financing shall be examined. Finally, the effect of public pressure 
change on enterprises’ debt financing shall be examined. Through the above research, 
the author tries to provide a theoretical support for how Chinese public pressure 
change affect heavy-pollution enterprises’ finance. And a new scheme is provided for 
efficiently managing the environment, This paper shows the role of governance in the 
perspective of the market. 
According to the research, it is found that when the to PM2.5 Beyond Index as 
point events and event period after a month, two months and three months, the market 
investors for heavily polluting enterprises of the cumulative excess return rate is 














get more focus and reproaches. So the heavy-pollution enterprises may choose to keep 
a low key, in order to avoid or reduce much public attention, which may bring more 
political costs, and the downward profit management will be conducted. Besides, 
since state-owned enterprises (SOEs)have special status, NON-SOEs bear higher 
political pressure than SOEs, so they have more motivation to conduct the profit 
management. Depending on social contract theory, legitimacy theory and public 
pressure theory, after the blasting PM2.5 event, the public pressure change and 
heavy-pollution enterprises have prominently increased the probability of exposure of 
social responsibility in order to face the increasing public pressure and changing 
formal system, brought by public pressure change. The exposure is in favor of its 
sustainable survival and development. However, after the above problems occur, 
SOEs have higher possibility of getting local government’s protection. Local 
government will usually lower the effect of such events on enterprises, so the study 
shows that such phenomenon is more obvious in NON-SOEs. 
Through further research, when heavy-pollution enterprises are applying for seo, 
they will get strict supervision and limit of government, due to the changes of public 
pressure . China Securities Regulatory Commission will be more cautious about the 
approval for seo of heavy-pollution enterprises, which may reduce their interest 
financing. However, the study shows that the interest seo behaviors of heavy-pollution 
enterprises haven’t been reduced obviously after the changes of public pressure . 
Maybe China Securities Regulatory Commission is not sensitive to limits of public 
pressure , so it doesn’t have any sanction on heavy-pollution enterprises. Meanwhile, 
due to limit of public pressure and withdraw of some investors, the chances of 
investors bearing risks are reduced, so that the rest of investors must require higher 
risk compensation and the heavy-pollution enterprises shall give higher reward in 
order to make up the additional risks they have born. So the interest costs of 
enterprises will increase in a way. After the changes of public pressure , 
heavy-pollution enterprises will bear higher social public pressure and investment 
risks, or even risks of environmental lawsuit at any time. The increase of risks facing 
heavy-pollution enterprises directly threatens the credit asset safety of commercial 
banks. Based on consideration of safety principle, after the changes of public 
pressure , heavy-pollution enterprises will get less debt financing and pay higher debt 
costs. Compared to NON-SOEs, SOEs are more easy to get credit support from banks 














relations with government and less limits of budgets. 
The study shows that due to changes of public pressure  caused by blasting 
PM2.5, there are some effects on financial behaviors of heavy-pollution enterprises 
including profit management, exposure of social responsibility information, interest 
financing and debt financing. Otherwise, there is difference in the enterprises with 
different property rights. Finally, based on the empirical study, the policy suggestions 
for managing environmental pollution are put forward from the perspective of public 
pressure . 
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1 PM 是“颗粒物质”的英文缩写。PM10 代表直径小于等于 10 微米的悬浮颗粒，此尺寸的颗粒可以被吸
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